You’ve made a smart choice...

Product Benefits
Safety
Airbag Compatible
Protects the panels on the vehicle and essential
engine components so there is less chance of vehicle
immobilisation, saving you from being stranded out on
the road
SmartBar meets full Australian standards and exceeds the
Australian Standard for HIC (Head Injury Criteria) rating so
pedestrians have a much higher probability of surviving
after an impact
Cost Savings
Easily fitted without the need for suspension upgrades
Save on fuel costs
Less tyre and suspension wear
May allow a winch to be fitted when axle loading is an issue
Significant weight savings when compared
with metal alternatives
Minimal repair costs after impact
Aesthetics
Advanced polymer construction and moulded designs
maintain vehicle profile
Range of colours available
Chip and rust resistant material
Performance
Outperforms all other Airbag compatible VFPS
Returns to original shape without compromising the
product after most impacts, meaning minimal repair costs
UV stabilised for durability
Manufactured from environmentally friendly
recyclable polyethylene plastics
Contact
PO Box 41
36 Waddikee Rd, Lonsdale 5160 SA
T 08 8384 0292

E info@smartbar.com.au

W www.smartbar.com.au

Limited Lifetime Warranty Conditions
ARB Corporation Ltd ABN 31006708756 trading as (SmartBar)
of 36 Waddikee Road, Lonsdale, South Australia 5160
(Ph: 08 8384 0292), as manufacturer of the SmartBar, warrants
that the SmartBar is free from defects in workmanship and
materials for the life of the vehicle to which it is originally affixed.
Any SmartBar considered to be defective should be returned to
an authorised SmartBar dealer for inspection. Alternatively please
contact SmartBar via the details set out above, or overleaf
under the heading “Contact”. The lifetime warranty applies to
manufactured components made by SmartBar only and does
not include driving lights, or indicators.
All claims must be accompanied by proof of purchase to
be valid. This warranty covers only the cost of repairs or
replacement of the defective product or part thereof, and the
decision as to whether a defective product should be repaired
or replaced remains solely at the discretion of SmartBar. This
warranty does not cover the cost of removal, installation or any
transport (including return of faulty products to SmartBar, and
return of repaired or replaced products to purchasers), which
cost must be borne by the purchaser.
Damage to nutserts due to lack of lubrication or over tightening
of the bolts, accessories mounted to the SmartBar, damage or
defects caused by collisions, alterations, improper installation,
road hazards, adverse conditions or usage for any other purpose
other than specified by SmartBar in the instructions which
accompany the SmartBar are not covered by this warranty.
The benefits to the purchaser given by this warranty are in
addition to any other rights and remedies of the purchaser under
laws which apply to the SmartBar.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under
the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement
or refund for a major failure and compensation for any other
reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled
to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major
failure.

Congratulations on your purchase of a SmartBar.
Please retain your original receipt as proof of
purchase for any warranty related issues.

For Vehicles Equipped With SRS
(Supplementary Restraint System) Airbag
When installed in accordance with the instructions, the frontal protection
bar does not affect the operation of the SRS airbags.

Warning:
-Do not attach the SmartBar to the vehicle using anchorages not intended
for this purpose.
-Do not use this product for any vehicle make or model, other than those
specified by SmartBar .
-Do not remove the moulded label from the SmartBar.
-Do not modify the structure of the SmartBar or any components supplied
by SmartBar in any way.

Note
Please retain all hardware until the installation is complete. In the event
that any fitment difficulties are experienced contact SmartBar. Place all
instructions, including this document, with the vehicle’s manual after
installation is complete. All wiring should be completed by a qualified auto
electrician. SmartBar bears no responsibility for any electrical failure caused
by the incorrect fitment of the lamps or wiring harness. We recommend the
use of anti-seize on all threaded fittings.

General Maintenance Guide
SmartBar recommends cleaning your SmartBar at regular intervals or as
required. For best appearance and protection, application of a silicon
based product such as Armor All© is strongly recommended after cleaning.

Disclaimer
SmartBar will not be held responsible for any damage caused, when repairing
your SmartBar. If you are not confident in the process contact a experienced
plastic welder; SmartBars are sold as accessories and should not be
considered as total protection for the vehicle or its occupants in the event of
accident or collision; SmartBar reserves the right to modify product designs
and/or specifications without notice; Only model specific products that have
been certified “Airbag Compatible” by SmartBar should be installed on vehicles
with these systems; The installation of a frontal protection bar on a vehicle
equipped with crumple zones and/or SRS systems could alter the operation
of these features - use only the specific bar for the intended vehicle; It is the
responsibility of the purchaser/user to determine whether the SmartBar being
purchased or used complies with local, state, federal or applicable laws.

